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Read this passage. Then answer

What Are Wind Tunnels?
by David Hitt

1

Wind tunnels are large tubes with air moving inside. The tunnels are used to copy the
actions of an object in flight. Researchers use wind tunnels to learn more about how an
aircraft will fly. NASA uses wind tunnels to test scale models of aircraft and spacecraft.
Some wind tunnels are big enough to hold full-size versions of vehicles. The wind tunnel
moves air around an object, making it seem like the object is really flying.
How do Wind Tunnels Work?

2

Most of the time, powerful fans
move air through the tube. The object
to be tested is fastened in the tunnel
so that it will not move. The object
can be a small model of a vehicle. It
can be just a piece of a vehicle. It can
be a full-size aircraft or spacecraft. It
can even be a common object like a
tennis ball. The air moving around
the still object shows what would
happen if the object were moving
through the air. How the air moves
can be studied in different ways. Smoke or dye can be placed in the air and can be seen as
it moves. Threads can be attached to the object to show how the air is moving. Special
instruments are often used to measure the force of the air on the object.
How Does NASA Use Wind Tunnels for Aircraft?

3

NASA has more wind tunnels than any other group. The agency uses the wind tunnels
in a lot of ways. One of the main ways NASA uses wind tunnels is to learn more about
airplanes and how things move through the air. One of NASA’s jobs is to improve air
transportation. Wind tunnels help NASA test ideas for ways to make aircraft better and
safer. Engineers can test new materials or shapes for airplane parts. Then, before flying a
new airplane, NASA will test it in a wind tunnel to make sure it will fly as it should.

4

NASA also works with others that need to use wind tunnels. That way, companies that
are building new airplanes can test how the planes will fly. By letting these companies use
the wind tunnels, NASA helps to make air travel safer.
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How Can Wind Tunnels Help Spacecraft?
5

NASA also uses wind tunnels to test spacecraft and rockets. These vehicles are made
to operate in space. Space has no atmosphere. Spacecraft and rockets have to travel
through the atmosphere to get to space. Vehicles that take humans into space also must
come back through the atmosphere to Earth.

6

Wind tunnels have been important in making the Ares rockets and Orion spacecraft.
Ares and Orion are vehicles that will take astronauts into space. NASA engineers tested
ideas for the design of Ares in wind tunnels. They needed to see how well Ares would fly.
Engineers tested Orion models. They needed to know what would happen to different
designs when the spacecraft came back through the atmosphere.

7

Long after the first design work is finished, NASA can still use wind tunnels. Wind
tunnel tests have helped NASA change the space shuttle to make it safer. Wind tunnels
will keep helping make all spacecraft and rockets better.

8

Wind tunnels can even help engineers design spacecraft
to work on other worlds. Mars has a thin atmosphere. It is
important to know what the Martian atmosphere will do to
vehicles that are landing there. Spacecraft designs and
parachutes are tested in wind tunnels set up to be like the
Martian atmosphere.

9

NASA has many different types of wind tunnels. They are
located at NASA centers all around the country. The wind
tunnels come in a lot of sizes. Some are only a few inches
square, and some are large enough to test a full-size airplane.
Some wind tunnels test aircraft at very slow speeds. But some
wind tunnels are made to test at hypersonic speeds. That is
more than 4,000 miles per hour!
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Directions: Answer the following questions based on passage you just read.

1.

2.

3.
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4.

5.

6.

7. What is the central idea of the article? Support your answer with details from the article.

NOTE: You can use this page to plan, but you should
write your final answer in your answer sheet packet.
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Read this passage. Then answer

question

The Discontented Rock
an Iroquois tale by Frances Jenkins Olcott

1

FROM the beginning of the Earth, Gustahote, the great Rock, had overhung the valley.
He watched and guarded the land, but he was not content, and longed to be something
mightier and stronger than he was.

2

“If I could be the wide river that flows through the valley,” he thought, “then surely I
should be mighty and strong! The river winds happy and free through its broad lands; and
green grass and flowers follow its course. If I could only be that river!”

3

And instantly Gustahote the Rock became the river. Down the valley he sped, leaping
with joy, and the singing brooks from the hills ran into his stream. Through rocky gorges
he tossed his foaming waves toward the Sky, and they returned to him in a rainbow spray.
He wound around the bases of lofty mountains, and leaped down precipices. Then
through the silent forest he glided, and the trees dipped their branches in his cool waters.

4

On and on he hastened, faster and faster, growing wider as he went, until at last he
plunged into the billowing ocean. It encircled him with its broad, hungry arms, and drew
him down and mingled his waters with the deep, so that he was the river no longer.

5

Then suddenly Gustahote found himself again the Rock, overhanging and guarding
the valley. And he rejoiced to have escaped from the hungry deep.

6

But he was not content. He still longed to be something mightier and stronger than he
was.

7

“If I could have wings, and live in the Sky,” he thought, “then surely I should be
mighty and strong! The Sky is open and pathless, and leads to unseen heights. It has no
billowing deep to swallow the unfortunate.”

8

And even as he thought thus, Gustahote the Rock became a bird, and the air was
caressing and delicious as he tried his wings. He plumed them, and fluttered them, and
spreading them wide, soared into the Sky. Beneath him were the valleys and the forests
and the mountains, growing smaller and smaller as he flew upward.

9

The air became cold, as he rose above the clouds and entered the Land of Mists. A
whirling wind rushed past him, breaking his wings. They drooped at his sides, and he fell
heavily toward the Earth. But a fiercer blast caught him, and tore his body to fragments,
and whirled the pieces over and over through the endless grey Sky.
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10

Then suddenly Gustahote found himself again the Rock, overhanging and guarding
the valley. And he rejoiced that he had escaped from the pathless Sky.

11

But still he was not content. He longed to be something mightier and stronger than he
was.

12

“If I could be a creature, and wander about on the Earth,” thought he, “then surely I
should be mighty and strong. Fair are the valleys of the Earth, and wide its green forests,
and beautiful and fruitful its meadows. It has no fierce rushing wind to rend in pieces the
unfortunate.”

13

And even as he thought thus, Gustahote the Rock became a creature walking upon the
Earth. He wandered up and down the world, so strange to him, and soon grew lonely and
desired a companion.

14

First he sought the beasts, but they were too busy getting their food to stop and talk to
a strange creature. After that he went to the birds, but they were nesting, and could not
stop to talk to a strange creature. Weary, lonely, and despairing, he wandered about.

15

Then suddenly Gustahote found himself again the Rock overhanging and guarding the
valley. And he rejoiced that he was a Rock once more. And he heard a voice whisper:—

16

“Be content, O Gustahote the Rock! The waters may overflow you, but they cannot
drown you. The Sun may look upon you with its hottest rays, but he cannot burn you. The
tempest may strike you, but it cannot rend you. Old age cannot wrinkle you. The rivers
may dry up in their beds, the forests may fall into dust, but you will stand stanch and true,
and always watching, and forever remain unchanged and changeless.”

17

So Gustahote the Rock rejoiced exceedingly; and he still overhangs and guards the
valley. The river flows from him, and the Sky smiles or frowns, and the Earth heeds him
not. But he is content.
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Directions: Answer the following question based on your reading of the text.

1.

NOTE: You can use this page to plan your response, but
please write your final answer in your answer sheet packet.
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Read this passage. Then answer

question

The Unfortunate Fireflies
by Clara Dillingham Pierson

1

SEVERAL very large families of Fireflies lived in the marsh and were much admired
by their friends who were awake at night. The older Fireflies told the younger ones that
they should get all the sleep they could during the daytime if they were to flutter and frisk
all night. Most of them did this, but two young Fireflies, who cared more about seeing the
world than they did about minding their elders, used to run away while the rest were
dreaming. Each thought herself very important, and was sure that if the others missed her
they wouldn’t sleep a wink all day.

2

One night they planned to go by daylight to the farthest corner of the marsh. They
went to bed when the rest did and pretended to fall asleep. When she was sure that the
older Fireflies were dreaming, one of them reached over with her right hind leg and
touched the other just below the edge of her left wing-cover. “Are you ready?” she
whispered.

3
4

“Yes,” answered the friend, who happened to be the smaller of the two.
When well away from their sleeping relatives, they lifted their wing-covers, spread
their wings, and flew.

5

“Oh, wouldn’t they make a fuss if they knew!” exclaimed the Larger Firefly.

6

“They think we need to be told every single thing,” said the Smaller Firefly.

7

8
9

10

Just then a Flycatcher darted toward them and they had to hide. He had come so near
that they could look down his throat as he flew along with his beak open. The Fireflies
were so scared that their feelers shook.
“I wish that bird would mind his own business,” grumbled the Larger Firefly.
“That’s just what he was doing,” said a voice beside them, as a Garter Snake drew
himself through the grass. Then their feelers shook again, for they knew that snakes do
not breakfast on grass and berries.
“Did you ever see such luck?” said the Smaller Firefly. “If it isn’t birds it is snakes.”

11

“Perfectly dreadful!” answered the other. “I never knew the marsh to be so full of
horrid people.”

12

Then they reached the farther corner of the marsh and crawled around to see what
they could find. Their eyes bothered them so that they could not see unless they were
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close to things, so it was useless to fly. They peeped into the cool dark corners under the
skunk cabbage leaves, and lay down to rest on a bed of soft moss.
13

While they were resting, they noticed a plant growing near. It had a flower of green
and dark red which was unlike any other blossom they had ever seen. Each [leaf] was stiff
and hollow and grew right out of the ground instead of coming from a stalk.

14

“I’m going to crawl into one of them,” said the Larger Firefly. She balanced herself on
the top of a fresh green leaf.

15

“I’m going into this one,” said the other Firefly, as she alighted on the edge of a browntipped leaf. “It looks nice and dark inside.” Each dropped quickly into her own leaf.

16

Then there was a queer sputtering, choking voice in the fresh green leaf and exactly
the same in the brown-tipped one. After that a weak little voice in the green leaf said, “I
fell into water.”

17

Another weak voice from the brown-tipped one replied, “So did I.”

18

On the inside of each leaf were many stiff hairs, all pointing downward. Now that they
wanted to get out, these same hairs stuck into their eyes and pushed against their legs and
made them exceedingly uncomfortable.

19

After a while they gave up trying to get out until they should be rested. It was after
sunset when they tried the last time, and the light that shone from their bellies brightened
the little green rooms where they were. They went at it carefully. Slowly, one foot at a time,
they managed to climb out of the doorway at the top. As they came out, they heard the
squeaky voice of a young Mouse say, “Oh, where did those bright things come from?”

20

They also heard his mother answer, “Those are only a couple of foolish Fireflies who
have been in the leaves of the pitcher-plant all day.”

21

They flew toward home. “I’m dreadfully tired,” said one, “but I suppose we shall have
to dance in the air with the rest or they will make a fuss.”

22

“Yes,” said the other. “It spoils everything if we are not there.”

23

As they came near the middle of the marsh they were surprised to see the mild
summer air twinkling with hundreds of tiny lights as their friends and relatives flew to
and fro in the dusk. “Well,” said the Larger Firefly, “I think they might have waited for us!”

24

“Humph!” said the Smaller Firefly. “If they can’t be more polite than that, I won’t play.”

25

So two very tired and cross young Fireflies sat on a last year’s cat-tail and sulked. “We
were not even missed!” they cried.

26

They were much wiser after that, for they had learned that two young Fireflies were
not so wonderfully important after all. And that if they chose to do things which it was
never meant young Fireflies should do, they would be likely to have a very disagreeable
time, but that other Fireflies would go on eating and dancing and living their own lives.
To be happy, they must keep the Firefly laws.
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Explain why the young fireflies complain about the older fireflies. Use two details from
the passage to support your answer.
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Directions: Read the passage below and answer the question(s) that follow.

Excerpts from The Summer of the Swans
A novel by Betsy Byars

Due to an illness, ten-year-old Charlie Godfrey cannot speak or write, but he can understand all that his
family tells him. His older sister Sara shows Charlie some swans, and he becomes fascinated with them.
Later, in the middle of the night, Charlie goes to visit the swans by himself. The first part of this text is
told from Charlie's point of view. The second part of the text is told from Sara's point of view.
1
Charlie awoke, but he lay for a moment without opening his eyes. He did not remember
where he was, but he had a certain dread of seeing it.
2
There were great parts of his life that were lost to Charlie, blank spaces that he could never fill
in. He would find himself in a strange place and not know how he had got there. Like the time Sara had
been hit in the nose with a baseball, and the blood and the sight of Sara kneeling on the ground in
helpless pain had frightened him so much that he had turned and run without direction, in a frenzy,
dashing headlong up the street.
3
By chance Mr. Weicek had seen him, put him in the car, and driven him home, but later he
remembered none of this. He had only awakened in bed and looked at the crumpled bit of ice cream
cone still clenched in his hand and wondered about it.
4
The first thing he became aware of was the twigs pressing into his face, and he put his hand
under his cheek. Still he did not open his eyes. Pictures began to drift into his mind; he saw Aunt
Willie’s cigar box which was filled with old jewelry and button and knickknacks, and he found that he
could remember every item in that box—the string of white beads without a clasp, the old earrings, the
tiny book with souvenir fold-out pictures of New York, the plastic decorations from cakes, the turtle
made of sea shells. Every item was so real that he opened his eyes and was surprised to see, instead of
the glittering contents of the box, the dull and unfamiliar forest.
5
He raised his head and immediately felt the aching of his body. Slowly he sat up and looked
down at his hands.
6
Then he sat up straight. He hands dropped to his lap. His head cocked to the side like a bird
listening. Slowly he straightened until he was standing. At his side his fingers twitched at the empty air
as if to grasp something. He took a step forward, still with his head to the side. He remained absolutely
still.
7
Then he began to cry out in a hoarse excited voice, again and again, screaming now, because
he had just heard someone far away calling his name.

******

8
At the top of the hill Sara got slowly to her feet and stood looking down at the forest. She
pushed the hair back from her forehead and moistened her lips. The wind dried them as she waited.
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9
Scarcely daring to believe her ears, she stepped closer to the edge of the bank. Now she
heard it unmistakably—the sharp repeated cry—and she knew it was Charlie.
10

“Charlie!” she shouted with all her might.

11
She paused and listened, and his cries were louder and she knew he was not far away after all,
just down the slope, in the direction of the ravine.
12

“It’s Charlie, it’s Charlie!”

13
A wild joy overtook her and she jumped up and down on the bare earth and she felt that she
could crush the whole hill just by jumping if she wanted.
14
She let out another whoop of pure joy, turned and ran down the hill in great strides, her tennis
shoes slapping the ground like rubber paddles, the wind in her face, her hands grabbing one tree trunk
after another for support. She felt like a wild creature who had traveled through the forest this way for a
lifetime. Nothing could stop her now.
15
At the edge of the ravine she paused and stood gasping for breath. Her heart was beating so
fast it pounded in her ears, and her throat was dry.
16
She thought for a minute she was going to faint, a thing she had never done before, not even
when she broke her nose. She hadn’t even believed people really did faint until this minute when she
clung to the tree because her legs were as useless as rubber bands.
17
There was a ringing in her ears and another sound, a wailing siren-like cry that was painfully
familiar.
18

“Charlie?”

19
She walked along the edge of the ravine, circling the large boulders. Then she looked down
into the ravine where the shadows lay, and she felt as if something had turned over inside her because
she saw Charlie.
20
He was standing in his torn pajamas, face turned upwards, hands raised, shouting with all his
might. His face was streaked with dirt and tears. His pajama jacket hung in shreds about his scratched
chest.
21
He opened his eyes and as he saw Sara a strange expression came over his face, an expression
of wonder and joy and disbelief, and Sara knew that if she lived to be a hundred no one would ever look
at her quite that way again.
22
She paused, looked down at him, and then, sliding on the seat of her pants, went down the
bank and took him in her arms. His arms gripped her like steel.
23
She could feel his fingers digging into her back as he clutched her shirt. “It’s all right now,
Charlie, I’m here and we’re going home.” His face was buried in her shirt and she patted his head, said
again, “It’s all right now. Everything’s fine.”
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1 Which phrase from the text best helps the reader determine the meaning of frenzy as it is used in
paragraph 2?

A.
B.
C.
D.

“blank spaces that he could never fill in”
“kneeling on the ground in helpless pain”
“frightened him so much”
“turned and run without direction”
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4 Based on information from the entire text, which statement best expresses how Charlie and Sara
feel about each other?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Charlie is afraid of Sara, and Sara is angry that she must find Charlie.
Charlie loves Sara, and Sara loves and wants to take care of Charlie.
Charlie wants independence from Sara, and Sara is overprotective of Charlie.
Charlie feels abandoned by Sara, and Sara believes she caused Charlie to run away.

5 What is the purpose of the phrase “gripped her like steel” in paragraph 22?

A.
B.
C.
D.

To emphasize how calm Charlie feels when he sees Sara
To emphasize how strong Charlie’s emotions are when Sara rescues him
To emphasize how fearful Charlie still is after Sara finds him
To emphasize how fast Charlie’s emotions change after Sara hugs him
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Read this story. Then answer the questions that follow.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22
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1
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2
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3
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Page 24

Page 25
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EL706830833

passage

Read the passage below. Then answer the questions that follow.

from The Wild Robot
by Peter Brown

THE OCEAN
1 Our story begins on the ocean, with wind and rain and thunder and
lightning and waves. A hurricane roared and raged through the night.
And in the middle of the chaos, a cargo ship was sinking
down
down
down
to the ocean floor.
2 The ship left hundreds of crates floating on the surface. But as the
hurricane thrashed and swirled and knocked them around, the crates also
began sinking into the depths. One after another, they were swallowed
up by the waves, until only five crates remained.
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3 By morning the hurricane was gone. There were no clouds, no ships, no
land in sight. There was only calm water and clear skies and those five
crates lazily bobbing along an ocean current. Days passed. And then a
smudge of green appeared on the horizon. As the crates drifted closer,
the soft green shapes slowly sharpened into the hard edges of a wild,
rocky island.
4 The first crate rode to shore on a tumbling, rumbling wave and then
crashed against the rocks with such force that the whole thing burst apart.
5 Now, reader, what I haven’t mentioned is that tightly packed inside each
crate was a brand-new robot. The cargo ship had been transporting
hundreds of them before it was swept up in the storm. Now only five
robots were left. Actually, only four were left, because when that first
crate crashed against the rocks, the robot inside shattered to pieces.
6 The same thing happened to the next crate. It crashed against the rocks,
and robot parts flew everywhere. Then it happened to the next crate. And
the next. Robot limbs and torsos were flung onto ledges. A robot head
splashed into a tide pool. A robot foot skittered into the waves.
7 And then came the last crate. It followed the same path as the others,
but instead of crashing against the rocks, it sloshed against the remains
of the first four crates. Soon, more waves were heaving it up out of the
water. It soared through the air, spinning and glistening until it slammed
down onto a tall shelf of rock. The crate was cracked and crumpled, but
the robot inside was safe.
THE OTTERS
8 The island’s northern shore had become something of a robot gravesite.
Scattered across the rocks were the broken bodies of four dead robots.
They sparkled in the early-morning light. And their sparkles caught the
attention of some very curious creatures.
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9 A gang of sea otters was romping through the shallows when one of
them noticed the sparkling objects. The otters all froze. They raised their
noses to the wind. But they smelled only the sea. So they cautiously
crept over the rocks to take a closer look.
10 The gang slowly approached a robot torso. The biggest otter stuck out
his paw, swatted the heavy thing, and quickly jumped back. But nothing
happened. So they wriggled over to a robot hand. Another brave otter
stuck out her paw and flipped the hand over. It made a lovely clinking
sound on the rocks, and the otters squeaked with delight.
11 They spread out and played with robot arms and legs and feet. More
hands were flipped. One of the otters discovered a robot head in a tide
pool, and they all dove in and took turns rolling it along the bottom.
12 And then they spotted something else. Overlooking the gravesite was
the one surviving crate. Its sides were scraped and dented, and a wide
gash ran across its top. The otters scampered up the rocks and climbed
onto the big box. Ten furry faces poked through the gash, eager to see
what was inside. What they saw was another brand-new robot. But this
robot was different from the others. It was still in one piece. And it was
surrounded by spongy packing foam.
13 The otters reached through the gash and tore at the foam. It was so
soft and squishy! They squeaked as they snatched at the fluffy stuff.
Shreds of it floated away on the sea breeze. And in all the excitement,
one of their paws accidentally slapped an important little button on the
back of the robot’s head.
14 Click.
15 It took a while for the otters to realize that something was happening
inside the crate. But a moment later, they heard it. A low whirring sound.
Everyone stopped and stared. And then the robot opened her eyes.

The Wild Robot by Peter Brown. Text and illustrations copyright © 2016 by Peter Brown. Reprinted by
permission of Little, Brown and Company, an imprint of Hachette Book Group, Inc.
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Read the sentence from paragraph 3 in the box.
There were no clouds, no ships, no land in sight.
In the sentence, what does the repetition of the word “no” emphasize?

A

how peaceful the sea is

B

how long the storm lasted

C

the remoteness of the setting

D

the determination of the characters

EL709236062 OP

w

B

Read the sentence from paragraph 3 in the box.
And then a smudge of green appeared on the horizon.
Which event does the sentence suggest will happen next in the passage?

A

The robot will open its eyes.

B

The crates will land on shore.

C

The otters will look at the crates.

D

The ship will sink into the ocean.
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e

In paragraph 4, what is the effect of the author’s use of the words “tumbling,”
“rumbling,” and “crashed”?

A

It helps the reader imagine the power of the waves.

B

It helps the reader determine the depth of the waves.

C

It helps the reader understand the size of the rocks on the island.

D

It helps the reader picture the sharpness of the rocks on the island.

EL709236521

r

OP

A

In paragraph 5, what is the most likely reason the author addresses the
reader directly?

A

to call attention to important information

B

to explain the strangeness of each robot

C

to provide details about previous key events

D

to highlight the number of items that were lost
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t

A

by explaining what the otters look like

B

by showing how the scenery affects the otters

C

by revealing what the otters learn about the robot parts

D

by describing how the otters interact with the robot parts

OP

D

What is the main effect of the single word in paragraph 14?

A

It creates a feeling of joy.

B

It creates a feeling of worry.

C

It creates a feeling of comfort.

D

It creates a feeling of suspense.

EL712953695

u

D

How does the author mainly create a lighthearted mood in the section titled
THE OTTERS?

EL709236177

y

OP

OP

C

Based on the passage, what is the first sign to the otters that the robot has
been turned on?

A

“But this robot was different from the others.” (paragraph 12)

B

“And it was surrounded by spongy packing foam.” (paragraph 12)

C

“But a moment later, they heard it. A low whirring sound.” (paragraph 15)

D

“Everyone stopped and stared. And then the robot opened her eyes.”
(paragraph 15)
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OP

B,A,C

Determine whether each quotation from the passage appeals mainly to the
sense of touch, the sense of sound, or to both senses.
“A hurricane roared and raged through the night.” (paragraph 1)

A

sense of touch

B

sense of sound

C

both senses

“It was so soft and squishy!” (paragraph 13)

A

sense of touch

B

sense of sound

C

both senses

“They squeaked as they snatched at the fluffy stuff.” (paragraph 13)

A

sense of touch

B

sense of sound

C

both senses
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Read the passage and the poem below. Then answer the questions.
EL707558720

passage

Catalina Solis is a young girl living in Chile. Her father works as a mechanic in an
observatory, a place where astronomers use telescopes to study the stars. Read
this passage about Catalina’s brave act in the observatory.

Lace Round the Sky
by Cecilia Aragon

1 As Papá’s snores boomed off the clapboard walls, Catalina slid from her
mattress and groped her way to the front door. The latch clicked softly.
The girl waited a moment to see if any of her family would wake, but
nobody stirred.
2 Catalina stood on the doorstep of their Cerro Tololo observatory staff
housing, drinking in deep lungfuls of the clear night air under the blazing
Southern Hemisphere starshine. The Milky Way sprawled across the sky,
a swath of pure white lace shadowed by dark blotches.
3 Night was her favorite time. During the day the Chilean mountaintop
swarmed with tourists, shouting and calling to each other as breezes
spun dust into the thin mountain air. While the visitors were there, Papá
could not allow her to help polish the brass fittings of the old refractor
telescope nor pour smoking liquid nitrogen into the Dewar vessel that
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kept the Schmidt telescope camera cool. During the day she was no one
special, just a kid underfoot among the many who made the pilgrimage
to the mountaintop to visit the miraculous devices that let scientists
learn about the stars.
4 But at night, when everything was quiet, Catalina was one of the
few who were allowed beyond the roped-off corridors and the “No
Admittance” signs. The night staff all knew her, knew she would keep
her hands away from the delicate instruments and could always be
counted on to fetch a cup of coffee or grab a toolbox.
5 She loved helping to service the grand telescopes, the eyes that peered
out into the universe—even if it was annoying how she was always told
not to disturb the astronomers who directed the telescopes through the
night, searching the sky in elaborate patterns. Catalina wanted more
than anything to confess her secret dream to these great and revered
scientists, whose love of astronomy had brought them from all over the
world to an isolated mountaintop.
6 Instead, Señor Alfonso, the accountant, told her that if she bothered the
scientists she would be banned from the telescopes. Señora Carmen, the
head administrator, frowned and scolded her. “Little girls have no place
interfering with important work.”
7 Even her father, when she said, “Papá, I want to be an astronomer
someday,” laughed and tugged at one of her long black braids. “Maybe
if you work hard, you’ll be hired to clean the offices when you’re big
enough, like your mother.”
8 But Catalina was curious. The sky did not merely consist of white dots
of stars against a black background, like her schoolbooks said. The sky
she saw every night was knotted with patterns, from fuzzy balls of fluff
to filaments braided and twirling overhead. What were the bright threads
that looped in twisting arcs around dark eyelets? And what secret
commands did the astronomers type on their computers to persuade the
telescopes to rotate and capture the distant, hidden galaxies?
9 One day last summer, she had been curled up on a dingy green vinyl
sofa in the small library. Magazine pages flapped on battered wooden
side tables as fans swung back and forth. Flipping through the pages of
a botany journal, she had stopped at the picture of an intricate white
flower.
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10 “It’s called wild carrot, or Queen Anne’s Lace.” One of the foreign
astronomers, pallid and tall in an expensive suit, stood behind her. His
Spanish was heavily accented. She stared up at him, panicked. “Pretty,
isn’t it? I’ve always liked that flower, because I think it looks like a
galaxy. Nature repeats itself.”
11 She looked down at the page. It did look familiar. “A flocculent spiral
galaxy,” she whispered.
12 Blond eyebrows climbed his reddened forehead. “Indeed. And what is
your name, young lady?” he asked, his light blue eyes focusing on her
with disconcerting intensity.
13 “I’m Catalina Solis.”
14 “Eduardo Solis’s daughter? The mechanic?”
15 “Yes.” She slanted a look at him. “I want to be an astronomer when I
grow up.”
16 He laughed genially, no longer meeting her eyes, and patted her on the
shoulder. “Yes, of course, my dear. Work hard in school, and it could
happen.”
17 No one believed she would be a scientist one day. But why? She knew
she could be a good scientist. She knew it!
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18 She danced along the dirt road, bare feet soundless against the gravel,
a practiced eye scanning the half-dozen domes at the mountaintop’s
summit. Then she stopped suddenly. The one-meter telescope’s dome slit
was open, but its angle was unusual. Cautiously, she wandered nearer.
The telescope was pointed down, almost at the ground, lower than she
had ever seen it.

19 She bit her lip, shifting from foot to foot. The red light over the entrance
door indicated that it was forbidden to enter and disturb the scientists at
work.
20 She looked back along the darkened road. No adults were around.
Quickly making up her mind, she ran to the dining hall. Dim yellow light
framed blackout curtains behind narrow, wired-glass windows. The cooks
must still be cleaning up after dinner.
21 Bursting through the door, she cried, “Señora Silvia, I need your help. I
think there’s a problem with one of the telescopes.”
22 Inside, dishes clattered loudly against the cast-iron sinks. The head cook
put one soapy hand on her apron and glared. “Girl, what does someone
like you know about telescopes?”
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23 Catalina explained, but Silvia only shook her head. “Nonsense. I’m sure
they’re just doing something different tonight. It’s not our place to
interrupt. Now shoo!” She flapped her apron at the girl.
24 Back out under the starlight, Catalina stared at the offending dome. A
strand of unease twisted in her gut. Something was wrong, she was sure
of it. But what could she do?
25 She sucked in her breath as the thought came to her. She could check
for herself. It was dark outside. Opening the door wouldn’t allow too
much light into the dome, and she knew how to move in the dark
without banging into any of the equipment.
26 But if she was wrong, the scientists running the telescope would be
angry. Staff children did not belong in the off-limits areas.
27 Gritting her teeth, she gave one last glance around the mountaintop,
hoping she could make her plea to a sympathetic adult. But there was
no one. So, taking a deep breath, she turned the handle and slipped
inside.
28 It was dark within the dome, and her eyes took a moment to adjust.
The telescope mount was emitting a faint grinding noise. That wasn’t
normal. She took a cautious step forward and saw an irregular shape
hunched on the floor.
29 She inhaled sharply. It was a man. Coming closer, she saw that one leg
was bent under him at an awkward angle.
30 “Señor?” she whispered. “Are you all right?”
31 The man groaned. He canted his head, skin pale in the low light, eyes
glittering beneath half-closed lids. She recognized him: the scientist
she had met in the library. “Fell,” he gasped in his accented Spanish,
gesturing at the platform above. “I think . . . broke leg. Need to . . .
uh . . .” His voice trailed off.
32 Catalina balanced on the balls of her feet. “I’ll run and get the night
operator,” she promised, already backing toward the door.
33 “No!” His voice was sharp. “First, need to . . . fix the telescope.” He
muttered to himself for a moment in English. “In two minutes, the . . .
scope will move past its limit and . . . be damaged. I’ll tell you how . . .”
34 Catalina’s eyes lifted to the clock drive lit by a blinking yellow light. She
had often helped her father reset this device. Quickly, she walked to
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the controller and flipped the two switches her father used to stop the
telescope.
35 The man behind her was still gasping out directions.
36 “Shh, it’s all right,” she soothed, coming to his side. “I fixed it. No more
problems, OK?”
37 “You what . . . ?” he muttered, confused. “Already?” Then his head lolled
to one side. Catalina stared at his unconscious figure a moment and
then jumped to her feet.
38 Her braids thumped her back rhythmically as she ran all the way to the
night operator’s office. She burst into the low brown structure without
knocking, for the man could be grumpy sometimes.
39 “Señor Rojas, there’s an emergency,” she called out as the big man
swiveled his beat-up wooden chair to face her. “The astronomer using
the one-meter had an accident. He fell and broke his leg. You need to
get help!”
* * *
40 Later that night, Catalina crouched behind one of the junction boxes as
the astronomer was carried out on a stretcher.
41 “Wait!” he called as he was about to be loaded into the ambulance.
“Wait! Catalina!”
42 Catalina straightened and crept into the ring of lights. He remembered
her name?
43 The man’s leg had been splinted, and his eyes were bright with pain.
“How did you know?” he asked.
44 “Know what?” she whispered, puzzled.
45 “That something was wrong.” He lifted a hand to gesture vaguely in the
direction of the one-meter.
46 She scuffed the dirt with her toe. “Um, I saw the barrel pointing down,
and I knew . . . it wasn’t normal.”
47 His eyes sharpened. “That was observant of you. Then you knew how to
shut down the equatorial mount.”
48 Shyly, she nodded.
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49 His gaze remained on her as they lifted the stretcher and began to
slide it into the ambulance. “A good scientist,” he continued, “is always
observant.” Then the door slammed behind him.
* * *
50 “Mail Call!” yelled Arturo, Señor Rojas’s son. He tossed a padded
envelope plastered with foreign stamps onto Catalina’s doorstep. She was
helping Mamá make mote con huesillos, one of her favorite desserts.
Scooping up the envelope, she tore open the flap.
51 Out fell a pressed and dried white flower in wax paper. Queen Anne’s
lace, she remembered, tracing the edges with her fingertip. Like a spiral
galaxy.
52 “Dear Catalina,” the letter began, “I wanted to thank you for not only
saving (possibly) my life, or at least my dignity, but also something far
more valuable: the one-meter telescope mount. In return, I thought I
might offer a budding scientist some advice.”
53 She continued reading, heart pummeling her ribs. He listed several
addresses he said were of the best schools in Chile for young scientists.
“The scholarship applications aren’t easy, but if you attempt them, I’d be
happy to give you my feedback.”
54 She clutched the letter to her chest, an absurd joy exploding like a
supernova. It was going to happen. She would become an astronomer.
She knew it now.
55 That night, when she ran out under the stars, she called, “I’ll discover all
your secrets someday!” She spun the delicate, galactic flower in her hand.
Patterns in the sky, patterns on the earth; humans laced them together.
Circling above her, the intricate sky no longer seemed quite so remote.

“Lace Round the Sky” by Cecilia Aragon, illustrated by Heidi Younger, from Cricket Magazine (September 2014).
Text and illustrations copyright © 2014 by Carus Publishing Company d/b/a Cricket Media, Inc. Reprinted by
permission of Cricket Media, Inc.
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EL707632268 passage

Read the poem below.

One Day I’ll Be
by James McDonald

Today at school my teacher said,
I wonder what you’ll be?
When time has passed and you’ve grown up,
And the world is yours to see.
5 Right then and there I stood straight up,
And looked her in the face,
And said with pride and confidence,
I plan to live in space.
Like pirates of so long ago,
10 My ship will take me far,
Around the moon and back again,
And to a distant star.
So when you talk about the world,
And say it’s yours to see,
15 I believe I’ll have the greatest view,
Upon the cosmic sea.

“One Day I’ll Be” by James McDonald, from Rainy Day Poems. Copyright © 2011 by House of Lore. Reprinted by
permission of the author.
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EL709062113

OP C,A

In the passage, how are Catalina and the astronomer similar?

2.

A

They both like working alone.

B

They both enjoy reading magazines.

C

They both are fascinated by the stars.

D

They both think nighttime is the best time.

Which detail best supports the answer to

e

o

?

A

“Catalina wanted more than anything to confess her secret dream to
these great and revered scientists, whose love of astronomy had brought
them from all over the world to an isolated mountaintop.” (paragraph 5)

B

“. . . she had been curled up on a dingy green vinyl sofa in the small
library.” (paragraph 9)

C

“. . . the astronomer was carried out on a stretcher.” (paragraph 40)

D

“‘Dear Catalina,’ the letter began, ‘I wanted to thank you for not only
saving (possibly) my life, or at least my dignity, but also something far
more valuable: the one-meter telescope mount.’” (paragraph 52)
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EL709062866

OP

D

Which sentence best states a theme of the passage?

A

New opportunities take careful planning.

B

Inspiration can be found in unlikely places.

C

Success can be ensured by having many different goals.

D

Hope should not be limited by the expectations of others.

EL709062171_PA

OP

X

Read the sentences in the box. Determine the correct order of the three
sentences that would best create a summary of “Lace Round the Sky.”
1. Catalina prevents a telescope from breaking and helps someone in
need.
2. Catalina spends times looking at magazines in a small library at the
observatory.
3. Catalina enjoys looking at the night sky and dreams of someday
becoming an astronomer.
4. Catalina notices something is wrong with one of the telescopes and
makes a decision to investigate.

A

3, 2, 4

B

2, 4, 1

C

4, 1, 2

D

3, 4, 1

E

1, 2, 3
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EL709068950

OP

B

What do lines 5–8 of the poem mainly show?

A

the student’s rude behavior

B

the student’s bold attitude

C

the teacher’s creativity

D

the teacher’s surprise

EL709062438

OP

B

Based on the poem, what is most likely suggested by the phrase “the
cosmic sea” in line 16?

A

an area among the clouds

B

a place among the stars

C

an unexplored lake

D

a faraway ocean
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EL709062416

OP

C

Based on paragraphs 52 and 53 of the passage and lines 1–4 of the poem,
which sentence best shows a similarity between the astronomer and the
teacher?

A

They are both pleased with a young person’s talents.

B

They are both amused by a young person’s thoughts.

C

They are both supportive of a young person’s dreams.

D

They are both sympathetic to a young person’s challenges.

EL709068976

OP

D

Which sentence best describes how Catalina is different from the student in
the poem?

A

Catalina prefers to stay near her home, while the student is eager
to leave.

B

Catalina wants to repair telescopes, while the student wants to build
rockets.

C

Catalina is happiest by herself, while the student would like to live with
friends.

D

Catalina wants to observe the night sky, while the student wants to travel
in space.
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DIRECTIONS

Play, Play Again
by Ellen Braaf

Play puzzles scientists. Why do
animals spend time and energy
doing silly things that seem to have
no purpose?
1

Getting Ready for the Adult World
3

he struggle for survival in nature
is deadly serious. What place is
there for play, an activity that
doesn’t help animals eat, grow, or
reproduce?

4

Leopard cubs play rough to develop the strength and
skills they will need as adult hunters.

2

And play is risky. Animals can break
bones, pull muscles, or get bitten or
scratched. Why is play worth the risk?
Many scientists believe it’s essential for
survival—as important as food or sleep.
According to animal play expert Marc
Beckoff at the University of Colorado,
“play is serious business.”

5
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Playing lets young animals try out different
ways of doing things again and again
in a safe environment, where a mistake
won’t be fatal. Most scientists believe that
when animals play, they are practicing
skills they’ll need later in life. This is
why different kinds of animals play in
different ways. Young predators, such as
wolves, lions, and bears, play by stalking,
pouncing, biting, and shaking their heads
from side to side. They’re honing their
skills for when they will run down, catch,
and kill prey. When a wolf pup chases its
own tail, bites it, and yanks it back and
forth, the pup is rehearsing skills it will
need one day as a hunter.
Prey animals, such as elk, deer, or
antelope, play differently. They dash about
like crazy, leaping wildly in the air—
twisting, turning, twirling. According to
biologist John Byers of the University of
Idaho, they act like they have “flies in their
brains.” But these animals are rehearsing
skills they’ll need one day to escape
predators and avoid becoming dinner.
During play, animals constantly monitor
their behavior to keep play going. If one
animal plays too roughly, the play ends. To
keep things fun, they often reverse roles.
A stronger or dominant animal will lie on
its back, assuming a submissive position,
while a weaker animal gets to play “boss.”

English Language Arts
or uncontrolled events. In the confusion
of fleeing a sudden attack by a predator,
an ibex may stumble or crash into another
member of the herd. But if it has had lots
of practice regaining its footing in play, its
misstep is less likely to spell disaster.

Playing for Smarts
9

Animals play in different ways. Wolf cubs play at
chasing and attacking, while young mountain
goats play at leaping and running away.

Taking Risks
6

7

8

Animals at play are also training for
the unexpected. In play, animals learn
about the world around them and
their own physical limits. The need
to test those limits, and experience
unpredictable situations, could
explain why animals sometimes seem
to prefer play that is a bit dangerous.
A study of Siberian ibexes at
Brookfield Zoo in Chicago showed that
even though half their enclosure was flat
and grassy—a perfect place to frolic in
safety—the young goats chose to play most
of the time on a steep, rocky area where
they were much more likely to get hurt.
Why did they place themselves in danger?
Beckoff believes that such play helps
animals develop flexibility—in their minds
as well as their muscles—so that they are
better prepared to deal with unexpected

10

Research shows that smarter animals spend
more time playing. Elephants play more
than horses.
Wolves play
more than
rabbits. And
parrots play
more than
ducks or
sparrows.
Smarter
animals also
play in more
creative and
complex
ways. Not
surprisingly,
humans and
chimpanzees are among the most playful
species.
Could play actually help the brain
grow? Some scientists think so. They
believe that play exercises the brain like
lifting a weight exercises a muscle. They
even call play “brain food.” So play on!
Your brain will thank you for it.

“Play, Play Again” by Ellen Braaf, from Ask (May/June 2010). Text copyright © 2010 by Carus Publishing Company. Reprinted by permission
of Cricket Media. Photograph 1 copyright © Tom Brakefield/Getty Images. Photograph 2 copyright © Arco Images GmbH/Alamy. Photograph
3 copyright © All Canada Photos/Alamy.
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English Language Arts
ID:302377 D Common

1
●

According to the article, how do animals
stay safe when playing?

ID:302382 D Common

3
●

A. They follow the rules set by
adults.

Read the sentence from paragraph 10 in
the box below.
They believe that play exercises the
brain like lifting a weight exercises a
muscle.

B. They keep the play low to the
ground.
C. They avoid changing the games
they play.

What is the most likely reason the author
includes the comparison?

D. They quit the game when it gets out
of control.

A. to show that the brain can
be flexed
B. to show that animals must
rest after play

ID:302376 C Common

2
●

C. to show that strong animals
are often smart

Based on the article and the photographs,
what is the main reason predators and
prey animals play differently from one
another?

D. to show that the brain can improve
through play

A. They live in different
areas.
B. They have different running
speeds.
C. They practice different types
of skills.
D. They have different levels of
intelligence.
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English Language Arts
ID:302385 C Common

4
●

ID:302386 B Common

5
●

What is the most likely way the author
prepared to write the article?

Which of the following words from
paragraphs 3–5 are synonyms?

A. by taking care of animals in
the wild

A. “safe” and “fatal”

B. by studying some notes taken
during a class

C. “escape” and “monitor”

B. “honing” and “rehearsing”
D. “dominant” and “submissive”

C. by gathering information from a
variety of sources
D. by imagining what it would be like to
be an animal
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English Language Arts
Question 6 is an open-response question.

ID:302388 Common

6
●

Based on the article, explain why Marc Beckoff claims that “play is serious business.” Support
your answer with important details from the article.
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Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Name: ___________________

6 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

54 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

24 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

18 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

18 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

60 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

48 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

0 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

24 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

60 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

18 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

54 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

0 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

18 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

36 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

60 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

54 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

42 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

6 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

24 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

36 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

60 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

0 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

36 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

54 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

0 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

60 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

42 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

6 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

0 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

12 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

24 ÷ 6 = ___ ___ x __ =___

Week 1 Day 1
1) Which expression below is equivalent to 74 ÷ 0.05?
A.
B.
C.
D.

740 ÷ 0.5
740 ÷ 5
740 ÷ 50
7,400 ÷ 50

2) Which solution below accurately shows the product of 458 x 329?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Solution A
Solution B
Solution C
Solution D

Copyright: Achievement First. Unless otherwise noted, all of the content in this resource is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution International 4.0 (CC BY)
license.

3) Find the quotient.
70.4 ÷ 5
A.
B.
C.
D.

1.408
1.48
14.08
14.8

4) Each cube in this figure has a length, width, and height off 1 centimeter. What is the volume of the figure
in cubic centimeters?

A.
B.
C.
D.

12 cubic centimeters
24 cubic centimeters
32 cubic centimeters
64 cubic centimeters

2

5) A moving company has a small truck packed with 72 boxes, each in the shape of a cube.
Small truck:

The truck is filled completely, with no empty spaces or gaps between boxes.
Each box in the truck has the same volume.
The moving company also has some larger trucks that can hold 80 boxes. If the height of the larger truck is the
same as the height of the small truck, which truck will hold exactly the correct number of boxes?

A.

B.

C.

D.

3

6) Armando owns a giant shirt factory. Yesterday, he shipped 114 boxes containing 234 shirts each. Today,
he shipped 3 times as many shirts but 21 of the boxes of shirts were lost or damaged. How many total shirts,
between those shipped yesterday and today, arrived in good condition?
Show your work.

Answer _________________

4

Week 1 Day 2
2) Solve:
856 x 56 =
A.
B.
C.
D.

47,936
912
44,306
9,416

3) Marlon built a tower out of unit cubes. He placed the larger rectangular prism under the smaller
rectangular prism. Which expression could he use to find the volume of the tower?

A.
B.
C.
D.

16 cubic units + 4 cubic units
64 cubic units + 8 cubic units
(2 units x 2 units) + (4 units x 4 units)
(4 units x 4 units) + (16 units x 16 units)

5

4) Find the quotient.

A.
B.
C.
D.

32
302
3,020
3,002

5) Which equation shows a correct strategy and product for the expression below?
0.8 x 0.04

6

6) Pete built a block tower from two different sized blocks:
•

Block A measures 6 cm long, 3 cm wide, 3 cm tall

•

Block B measures 6 cm long, 6 cm wide, 6 cm tall

What is the volume of the block tower he built?

A. 30 cm3
B. 54 cm3
C. 216 cm3
D. 270 cm3

7) Michael owns the Cookie Crunch Company. Renee owns the Sweet Treats Bakery. Michael packages his
cookies in tins with 12 cookies per tin. Renee packages her cookies in tins with 16 cookies per tin. Last week,
Michael sold 1,536 cookies and Renee also sold 1,536 cookies. How many more tins of cookies did Michael
sell than Renee?
Show your work.

Answer _________________

7

Week 1 Day 3
1) Ren sold 1,659 widgets from his factory at a cost of $12.00 each. How much money did he make?
A.
B.
C.
D.

$1,990.80
$19,908.00
$4,977.00
$18,218.00

2) Which expression below is equivalent to 2.8 x 3.15?
A.
B.
C.
D.

0.28 x 315
0.28 x 0.315
28 x 0.315
28 x 31.5

3) For a party, Barbara bought a giant box of cookies that weighed 2.22 ounces each. There were 364 cookies
in the box. How many ounces of cookies did she buy in total?
A.
B.
C.
D.

808.08
218.40
163.96
728.00

8

4) Which digit could be placed in the box below to complete the multiplication algorithm?

A.
B.
C.
D.

2
4
6
8

5) Gil has 76.2 oz of juice. He drinks 0.3 times that amount each time he takes a break. How much juice does
he drink in three breaks?
A.
B.
C.
D.

22.86 oz
45.72 oz
68.58 oz
228.6 oz

9

6) Lisa designed a logo for her company: 7L Consulting. She will make a physical model of the logo out of
wood, to display on her desk. The number 7 and letter L will both be built out of rectangular prisms. The
measurements of her model are shown. If she uses solid wood blocks, how much wood will she need to make
the model?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1,125 in.3
1,200 in.3
2,250 in.3
3,000 in.3

10

7) Doris and Elijah built custom jewelry containers for a Woodshop class. Each jewelry container was built
with a larger compartment for necklaces and a smaller compartment for earrings. The jewelry containers for
each student had the following measurements:
● Doris’s earring compartment measures 6 in. long, 4 in. wide, 4 in. tall
● Doris’s necklace compartment measures 6 in. long, 8 in. wide, 8 in. tall
● Elijah’s earring compartment measures 8 in. long, 4 in. wide, 4 in. tall
● Elijah’s necklace compartment measures 8 in. long, 8 in. wide, 8 in. tall
Whose jewelry container is larger and by how much?

Show your work.

Answer _________________

11

Week 1 Day 4
1) Trista has 8,184 chocolates and she packs them into boxes of 24. How many boxes of chocolates will she
have?
A.
B.
C.
D.

338
341
372
410

2) Colby has 134.4 ounces of pound cake. He wants to cut it evenly into 0.48 ounce slices. How many slices
will he cut?
A.
B.
C.
D.

240
280
24
28

3) Barry is building a cabinet with the dimensions below. Find the volume of the cabinet.

A.
B.
C.
D.

108 in.3
176.25 in.3
296.25 in.3
248.25 in.3

12

4) Which digit could be placed in the box below to complete the multiplication algorithm?

A.
B.
C.
D.

2
4
6
8

5) Lourdes wants to ship a mirror in a large box. She needs a box that will fit both the mirror and Styrofoam
packing material so the mirror will not break. She reads online that her box should be three times the size of
the mirror and all of the remaining space should be packed. If the dimensions of the mirror, in inches, are 36
by 13 by 2, what should the volume of the box be?
A.
B.
C.
D.

51 cubic inches
936 cubic inches
939 cubic inches
2,808 cubic inches

6) Pete built a custom fish tank. It consisted of a Main Tank and a Coral Reef and resembled two rectangular
prisms connected on their sides.
● The Main Tank’s dimensions were 60 inches long, 20 inches wide, 30 inches tall.
● The Coral Reef’s dimensions were 60 inches long, 10 inches wide, 15 inches tall.
Pete began filling the fish tank with water. By noon, the fish tank had 27,000 cubic inches of water in it. How
much more water does Pete need to pour into the fish tank to fill it all the way to the top?

A.
B.
C.
D.

9,000 in.3
18,000 in.3
45,000 in.3
72,000 in.3
13

7) Hong is working an after-school job at the candy store. She makes $7 per hour, and for every $5.00 worth
of candy she sells, she adds $1.25 to the amount she earns in hourly wages.
Part A: Chocolates cost $0.37 each, and lollipops cost $0.21 each. Hong sells 50 chocolates and 32 lollipops.
What is the value of candy she has sold (in dollars and cents)?
Show your work.

Answer __________________
Part B: Hong worked for 4 hours. How much money did Hong earn in all at work?
Show your work.

14

Week 1 Day 5
1)

Answer _________________ grams of salt

2)

Answer _________________ cases
15

3)

Answer _________________
16

